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Whereas hippocampal activity is thought to be driven by precise conjunctions of sensory input, a recent
study by Villette and Malvache et al. (Villette et al., 2015, in this issue of Neuron) reveals that neurons imaged
in a static sensory environment organize into sequences endowed with intrinsic spatiotemporal properties.Models of the hippocampal contribution
to memory often focus on storage of neu-
ral representations defined by the feedfor-
ward signals arising from the sensory
organs. In this issue of Neuron, Villette
et al. (2015) asked the interesting question
of how hippocampal neurons behave in a
default brain state, where sensory inputs
are constant and behavior is not overtly
goal directed. In such conditions, they
identified a minority of neurons that were
repetitively and sequentially active. The
space encoded by these cell sequences
spanned consistent running distances
and, during constant movement, could
repeat up to a dozen times. These find-
ings add to the emerging body of evi-
dence that the moment-to-moment activ-
ity of hippocampal neurons is largely
internally organized and sequential pat-
terns of activity are the norm even in the
absence of changing environmental and
body-derived signals (Kraus et al., 2013;
Pastalkova et al., 2008). The authors put
forward the provocative idea that onset
of these sequences triggers movement
initiation and the characteristic ‘‘distance
unit’’ coded by these cell assemblies
determines movement duration (Figure 1).
To study the self-organizing principles
in a default mode, it is necessary to mini-
mize any time-varying input arising from
the periphery that could entrain or modify
neural activity. To accomplish this goal,
Villette et al. (2015) trained head-fixed
mice to run at any time on a nonmotorized
treadmill. The experiments were conduct-
ed in a dark room, and the treadmill was
devoid of any defining tactile features in
order to ‘‘clamp’’ sensory inputs arising
from the environment throughout the
recording session. Two-photon calcium
imaging revealed that a small and scat-242 Neuron 88, October 21, 2015 ª2015 Elsetered subset of the imaged neurons
were sequentially active during move-
ment. The sequences played out over a
time-scale of seconds and tended to start
when mice initiated movement and end
when they stopped. During long bouts of
continuous movement, cell sequences
repeated, with a delay of varying duration
between each successive sequence.
Importantly, the repetitions were not
linked to some covert landmark on the
revolving treadmill. Reinitiation of move-
ment following short pauses resulted in
one of several possible outcomes for a
partially completed cell sequence: either
the identified cell sequence started over
again from the beginning, the interrupted
sequence picked up where it left off,
or no cell sequence could be identified
and the subsequent running period was
considered ‘‘nonencoded.’’ The pausing
of the cell sequences during decelera-
tions in running is consistent with the
known role of velocity of movement
through physical space in driving changes
in the hippocampal state (Geisler et al.,
2007). The new findings additionally
show that a velocity signal alone is
sufficient to modulate the rate of state
evolution in the absence of other, nor-
mally correlated sensory signals, like op-
tic flow. Unlike in previous experiments
looking at internally generated activity,
the start and stop of each sequence was
not strictly tied to experimentally defined
segmentation of the animals’ experience,
but instead reflected intrinsic processing
in the hippocampus or elsewhere in the
brain.
The finding that sequences could
repeat during long runs suggests that
there may be some characteristic time
or distance code embedded within thevier Inc.observed hippocampal network. To study
this issue, the authors considered the
sequential activation of cells as a function
of time elapsed or distance traversed
from the sequence initiation. Within a ses-
sion, the waxing and waning of each cell’s
activity occurred over a relatively fixed
distance, which was the spatial extent of
each cell’s firing field. Therefore, cell se-
quences tended to integrate distance
run and would reset after some distance
limit was reached, a limit which varied
an order of magnitude across mice
and sessions from about 10–100 cm.
The repeating sequences were often
composed of the same number of neu-
rons and therefore, the width of each
cell’s firing field scaled linearly with the
‘‘distance unit’’ encoded by the overall
cell sequence, a finding that nicely paral-
lels the observation that place fields
expand when familiar environments are
stretched out (Diba and Buzsa´ki, 2008;
O’Keefe and Burgess, 1996). However,
in the experiments of Villette et al.
(2015), the modulation of these distance
units occurred in the absence of guiding
cues from the environmental or from the
body, with the exception of running speed
and muscular effort. The variability in the
scale of the distance units across session
can be interpreted as a session-to-ses-
sion ‘‘precalibration’’ of the conceived
size of the imagined environment during
running.
It is typically assumed that the hippo-
campus sits atop a sensory processing hi-
erarchy in which the activity pattern at any
moment is defined by the unique conjunc-
tions of the sensory inputs. Villette, Malv-
ache, and colleagues’ findings challenge
this basic assumption through their identi-
fication of internally generated activity
Figure 1. Neurons Repetitively Fire in the
Same Order during Running
In this illustration, the first 50 neurons fire in a
sequence that encodes a reliable distance, the
‘‘distance unit’’ for the imaging session. In between
each sequence there are ‘‘nonencoded’’ periods in
which other cells are active but in an unreliable
order.
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Previewspatterns with a characteristic spatiotem-
poral scale. By demonstrating that the
state of the network is not exclusively
driven by a feedforward sensory drive, Vil-
lette et al. (2015) open the door to a new
branch of study into the rules that define
the transition probabilities between one
hippocampal state and the next.
As with many complex experiments,
there can be multiple possible interpreta-
tions for the same observations. In partic-
ular, the postulated distance unit raises
many interesting questions that are
worthy of future investigation. The first
such question is whether the character-
istic distance unit is intrinsic to the hippo-
campal physiology or a potential byprod-
uct of the sequence detection algorithm.
The combinatorial explosion that occurs
when considering temporal permutations
of 1,000 cells is formidable, especially
in a scenario without experimentally
defined spatiotemporal reference points.
To make the sequence detection problem
computationally tractable, the authors
instead identified coactivity by temporally
smoothing each neuron’s calcium tran-
sients. Using this method, cells that
were not actually coactive showed zero-
lag correlations in the eyes of the detec-
tion algorithm. However, if transients
were convolved with a smoothing kernel
defined by a relatively small temporal
time constant, cells at the tail ends of along sequence would still be temporally
uncorrelated; the spatiotemporal extent
of the correlations, and therefore of the
detectable sequence, critically depends
upon the choice of the smoothing kernel.
It would be nice in future experiments to
show the robustness of the ‘‘distance
unit’’ with a variety of smoothing kernels
and sequence identification methods.
Another issue pertains to the role of the
vast majority of cells (95%) that were not
associated with the identified sequence.
Is it possible that there were undetected
sequences of varying lengths being
played out during the frequently observed
‘‘nonencoded’’ epochs? What is so spe-
cial about the members of the identified
repeating sequences? Could they be in-
terneurons or a unique subset of pyrami-
dal cells? This latter question merits
further investigation given the importance
of inhibitory interneurons in sequence
generation (Stark et al., 2015).
The existence of a characteristic dis-
tance unit raises many other interesting
questions. What dictates the distance en-
coded by such a sequence of neurons?
How does a default distance constant in-
fluence network dynamics in the more
ethological case of free movement, where
velocity is inextricably linked to changes
in sensory input? The neurons that coded
the distance unit were recorded from
the dorsal CA1 region. Would neurons
from more ventral positions generate se-
quences representing longer distances
due to the size of the place field substan-
tially increasing across the dorsal-ventral
axis of the hippocampus (Kjelstrup et al.,
2008; Royer et al., 2010)? This is an
intriguing issue, since the authors specu-
late that repeating cell sequences deter-
mine movement initiation and duration.
Furthermore, running is invariably linked
to the theta oscillation, which has been
shown to be a prerequisite for internally
generated cell assembly sequences
(Wang et al., 2015). Are theta oscillations
required for generating these distance
unit sequences? Since the temporal reso-
lution of calcium imaging is relatively
coarse, large scale electrophysiological
recordings will be required to study the
relationship between the identified distant
unit sequences and other internally gener-Neuron 88ated sequences that have been found to
play out on a compressed, theta time-
scale (Dragoi and Buzsa´ki, 2006).
The observed transitions between en-
sembles could have been the result of
prior association of neurons that had
been sequentially active during other, dy-
namic sensory experiences. Alternatively,
the transition from one state to the next
may be completely self-organized and
could provide a scaffold, or template, for
use in some other computation. Given
the long-standing debate about the hip-
pocampal role in long term memory and
spatial navigation, it will be exciting to
untangle the relationship between accu-
mulated knowledge, intrinsic network
properties, the theta rhythm, and the
rules that govern transitions between cell
assemblies. The research direction and
the application of two-photon imaging
taken by Villette et al. (2015) opens multi-
tudes of possibilities to address these
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